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President’s Report
by Jacques Bélair, CAIMS �SCMAI President

It gives me great pleasure to highlight developments of the recent past for our
Society, and present some of the current challenges we are collectively facing. As
a volunteer run organization, the dedication and skill of its Board members, its Ex-
ecutive in particular, and the numerous Committee members, specially for Award
selections, are absolutely crucial to its smooth functioning. I want to acknowledge
the crucial role they play, and thank them collectively.

The 2010 annual meeting in St John’s was well attended, and of both broad and
high scientific stature. It was held jointly with the Canadian Symposium on Fluid
Dynamics (CFSD-2010), as is customary in even numbered years. I am grateful
to the enormous efforts deployed by the skillful Co-chairwomen, Serpil Kocabiyik
and Sharene Bungay. The venues for the social events were unusually spectacular,
which added to the always pleasant experience of visiting Newfoundland.

One of the purposes of our Society is to honour the leaders in applied and in-
dustrial mathematics, and recognize the high quality of the research and training
that is taking place in Canada. This was evidenced once gain with the presenta-
tion at the Annual meeting of old and new awards. Indeed, due in large (but not
exclusive, he tells me) part to the efforts of the Past-President, Bob Russell, two
new awards were introduced this year: the CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award in
Applied Mathematics, which was attributed to Daniel Coombs, and the CAIMS-
MITACS Industrial Mathematics Prize, which was awarded to Brian Wetton. The
recipient of the Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award was Gerardo Berbeglia
from HEC Montréal, whose thesis advisors, Jean-François Cordeau and Gilbert
Laporte, had also supervised the DDA winner of 2007. The Arthur Beaumont
Distinguished Service Award was given to Paul Muir. The CAIMS �SCMAI Re-
search Prize was awarded to Uri Ascher. Professor Ascher is also a member of the
2010 Class of SIAM Fellows, as recognized the week before at the SIAM Annual
Meeting. At this same SIAM meeting, Colin Macdonald received the Richard C.
DiPrima Prize. You may remember that Dr Macdonald was the 2008 co-recipient
of the Doctoral Dissertation Award. These recognitions abroad to our award recip-
ients are a reflection of the very high quality of applied and industrial mathematics
in Canada.

Our relations with the three Canadian Mathematical Institutes (PIMS, Fields
and CRM) and MITACS are extremely good, these organizations providing sup-
port in many ways. PIMS is co-sponsoring the new Early Career Award. MITACS
is sponsoring the new Industrial Prize, has taken over the investing of our surplus
finances, and is providing administrative support for the handling of membership,
and helping with our annual meetings. With the end of NCE funding to MITACS
in 2012, our Society will have to adjust to the new environment, but the commu-
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nality of interests between MITACS investigators and CAIMS �SCMAI members
(two highly non disjoint sets!) suggests to me a continuing collaboration between
CAIMS �SCMAI and the surviving entity.

Our society is involved in a number of international collaborations. The most
tangible is probably the reciprocity agreement that was made with SIAM some
years ago, but collaborations also take place in the organization of joint meetings.
The First Joint North American Meeting in Industrial Mathematics, organized by
CAIMS �SCMAI, SIAM and the Mexican Mathematical Society will be held in
Mexico in December 2010. The ICIAM 2011 Congress, co-hosted by SIAM, MI-
TACS and CAIMS �SCMAI, will be held in Vancouver, July18-22 . As SIAM
has done the last time an International Congress was held, we have cancelled our
stand-alone Annual meeting for 2011. The Prized lectures, Annual general meet-
ing and Award presentations will be embedded in the Congress. I am confident
that this will be an opportunity to showcase the strength of Canadian Applied
and Industrial Mathematics, as already hinted at the level of the Plenary Speak-
ers and the Minisymposia. I would like to thank Ken Jackson for all the work
he has done in coordinating CAIMS �SCMAI activities within the organisation
of the Congress. In addition, there will be a number of satellite meetings, some
geographically close to the venue, others not so much, but all within a week of
the Congress. I encourage you to take full advantage of this exceptional level of
« local », distributed activity.

The President of the Society is identified as a voice of Applied Mathematics
in Canada. I thus attended, together with Past-President Bob Russell, the Second
Canadian Mathematics Retreat at BIRS, October 16-18, 2009, organized by Nassif
Ghoussoub, Director of BIRS. This meeting was a follow-up to the first meeting of
March 2005, and was conveyed to address the challenges and opportunities facing
the Canadian mathematics community, in view of the evolving funding structure,
mainly but not exclusively at NSERC, and the structural uncertainty regarding the
funding of the Institutes (PIMS, Fields and CRM), BIRS and the imminent termi-
nation, as an NCE, of MITACS. This retreat ending up being a prelude to the Long
Range Planning Exercise (LRP) of the mathematical and statistical sciences that
NSERC has initiated in late Spring (see http://longrangeplan.ca/). This exercise is
not without reminding some of us of the reallocation exercises that NSERC put in
place some years ago, and also of the rigourous discussions around the concept of
« envelope » funding that was subsequently envisioned.

One crucial issue to be addressed in the LRP is the funding of the mathemati-
cal institutes (PIMS, Fields and CRM): the precise form in which their application
for renewal of funding in the next cycle (circa 2012 or 2013) will be handled
by NSERC is unclear at this moment in time. In view of the amount involved
(circa 3 M$), this is indeed a serious unknown. For CAIMS �SCMAI members,
the extent to which the « envelope » mechanism for funding all activities in the
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mathematical sciences is implemented takes a peculiar meaning, considering the
identity problem induced by the equation (Mathematical and Statistical Commu-
nity) = (Mathematics and Statistics Evaluation Group Fundees). This equation
ignores the sizable number of CAIMS �SCMAI members funded by, for exam-
ple, the Computer Science, Earth Sciences or Mechanical Engineering Evaluation
Groups. It remains to be seen precisely how this will unfold, but I urge you to get
involved in the input provided to the Steering Committee.

I continue to serve on the NSERC Mathematics and Statistics Liaison Com-
mittee, which strive to play an important role in conveying to NSERC our preoc-
cupations on the changes that are effectively taking place in the granting system.
The ongoing restructuring of the Discovery Grant program, for example, has not
yet stabilized, particularly with respect to budget allocations between the different
Evaluation Groups, and the Council of Canadian Academies has been asked to
provide advice to establish metrics for this purpose.

There may be a need for our Society to more formally set up a committee
structure to solidify these advocacy activities: the Board will be asked at its next
meeting to study such a structure, but I am more than opened to any suggestions
you may have in this regard.
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Board of Directors

President

Jacques Bélair
Département de mathématiques et de statistique
Université de Montréal
C.P. 6128, succ.Centre-ville
Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7
Phone: 514-343-6713
E-mail: jacques.belair@umontreal.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011

Past President

Bob Russell
Department of Mathematics
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia V5A 1S6
Phone: 604-291-4819
Fax: 604-291-4947
E-mail: rdr@cs.sfu.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011
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President-Elect

Jianhong Wu
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
York University
North York, Ontario M3J 1P3
Phone: 416-736-2100 Ext. 33116
Fax: 416-736-5757
E-mail: wujh@mathstat.yorku.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011

Secretary

Abba Gumel
Department of Mathematics
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
Phone: 204-474-7486
Fax: 204-474-7602
E-mail: gumelab@cc.umanitoba.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011

Treasurer

Dhavide Aruliah
Faculty of Science
University of Ontario Institute of Technology
Oshawa, Ontario L1H 7K4
Phone: 905-721-2892
Fax: 905-721-3304
E-mail: dhavide.aruliah@uoit.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2012
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Member at Large

Sharene Bungay
Department of Computer Science
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John’s, NL A1B 3X5
Phone: 709-737-6945
Fax: 709-737-2009
E-mail: sharene@cs.mun.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2012

Member at Large

Lucy Campbell
School of Mathematics and Statistics
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6
Phone: 613-520-2600 Ext. 1208
Fax: 613-520-3536
E-mail: campbell@math.carleton.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011

Member at Large

Rob Corless
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario N6A 5B7
Phone: 519-661-2111 Ext. 88776
Fax: 519-661-3523
E-mail: rcorlessc@uwo.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2011
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Member at Large

Tony Humphries
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
McGill University
Montréal, QC H3A 2K6
Phone: 514-398-3821
Fax: 514-398-3899
E-mail: Tony.Humphries@mcgill.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2013

Member at Large

Nicholas Kevlahan
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
McMaster University
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L8
Phone: 905-525-9140 Ext. 23412
Fax: 905-522-0935
E-mail: kevlahan@mcmaster.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2012

Member at Large

Michael Yi
Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB T6G 2G1
Phone: 780-492-2032
Fax: 780-492-6826
Email: mli@math.ualberta.ca
Term ends: CAIMS �SCMAI 2013
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Minutes of the CAIMS �SCMAI Annual General Meeting

Saturday, July 19, 2010, 12-1:30 PM
Sheraton Hotel, St. John’s, Newfoundland

The President, Professor Jacques Bélair took the chair and called the meeting to
order at 12.10 PM. Approximately 45 members of the society were present.
Jacques welcomed everyone to the Annual General Meeting.

1. Approval of Agenda: It was moved by Dhavide Aruliah and seconded by
Paul Muir that the agenda be approved as written. Carried

2. Approval of Minutes of AGM of June 13, 2009: It was moved by Lucy
Campbell and seconded by John Stockie that the Minutes of the General
Meeting of June 13, 2009 be approved. Carried

3. Matters Arising out of Minutes: There were no matters arising out of the
Minutes.

4. President’s Report: Jacques presented his President’s report, as summarized
below:

Jacques congratulated the Organizers of CAIMS �SCMAI 2009 (Xingfu Zou,
Geoff Wild and Robert Corless) for the enormous effort they have expended
to ensure the success of the meeting. He also extended his appreciation to the
Organizers of CAIMS �SCMAI 2010 (Serpil Kocabiyik and Sharene Bungay)
for hosting a very good meeting.

Jacques expressed his appreciation to the DDA Committee (Ray Spiteri , JF
Williams, and Henry Wolkowicz) for selecting an outstanding winner for
the 2009 academic session, Gerardo Berbeglia (HEC, Université de Mon-
tréal). He also thanked the Research Prize Committee (Michael Mackey,
Gordon Swaters, Michel Fortin and John Peirce) for their choice of an ex-
ceptional winner of the CAIMS �SCMAI Research Prize, Uri Ascher (UBC;
who was also recently named a SIAM Fellow). He further acknowledged
the diligence of the DSA Committee (Serpil Kocabiyik, Bryant Moodie and
Sue Ann Campbell) in their selection of Paul Muir for the Arthur Beaumont
Award.

Jacques expressed his gratitude to the joint CAIMS/MITACS and
CAIMS/PIMS Committees that selected the inaugural winners of the two
new awards:

• CAIMS/MITACS Industrial Mathematics Prize (Brian Wetton, UBC);
• CAIMS/PIMS Early Career Award in Applied Mathematics (Daniel

Coombs, UBC).

Jacques acknowledged the tireless effort of Past President (Bob Russell) in
introducing these new awards.
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Jacques also briefed members on NSERC’s overhaul of the discovery grant
program as well as the Long Range Plan.

5. Treasurer’s Report:

Paul Muir presented his report regarding the Financial Statement and Mem-
bership Statistics. The bank balance as of 30 April 2010 was $59,605.42. Our
total asset was $112,183.54. Total adjusted revenue for 2009 was $11,800.43
and the total adjusted expenses for 2009 were $12,452.31. The adjustment
was necessary following the delay in remittance of membership fees from
the new online system (RegOnline) being administered by MITACS (for the
period November 2009 to February 2010).
The Financial Statement was examined by Andrew J. Miller Inc., Chartered
Accountant.

6. Secretary’s Report:

Abba Gumel presented his report, as summarized below:
Abba outlined his main areas of responsibility as Secretary over the last
year, including maintaining the web site, producing 9 electronic newsletters
since last year’s meeting, and producing the printed Annual Newsletter (these
newsletters are all on the CAIMS �SCMAI website).
Abba acknowledged the support CAIMS �SCMAI has been receiving from
the Department of Applied Mathematics at the University of Waterloo in pro-
viding the platform for our website and membership database. Also, James
Treacy has continued to do the typesetting for our Annual Newsletter.
Elections into the three vacant positions on the Board (two member-at-large
positions vacated by Dhavide Aruliah and Ian Frigaard, and the treasurer’s
position vacated by Paul Muir) were conducted in March/April 2010. Three
candidates: Michael Li (Alberta), Tony Humphries (McGill) and Theodore
Kolokolnikov contested for the two member-at-large positions. Michael and
Tony were elected (their tenure ends at the 2013 AGM). Furthermore, Dha-
vide Aruliah (UOIT) was elected as treasurer, by acclamation (his tenure ends
at the 2012 AGM).

7. Membership Committee:

Lucy presented the Membership Committee report, highlighting the follow-
ing issues:

• Subscription rate for regular members increased from $50 to $60 per
year;

• The online membership application and renewal facility is up and run-
ning (kudos to MITACS for providing and maintaining this facility for
CAIMS �SCMAI). Lucy also acknowledged the efforts of Josh Dobbs
(MITACS) and Paul Muir in this regard;
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• As of June 2010, the number of regular members for 2010 is same as
last year’s (more renewals are expected after the CAIMS �SCMAI 2010
meeting);

• Institutional members need to renew their membership;
• A large list of Associated Institutional Members (83) received from York

University.

8. Committees:

Jacques thanks the various committee members for their service to
CAIMS �SCMAI. He stated that he and the President-elect (Jianhong Wu)
will update the composition of the committees and the committee structure
momentarily. He further encouraged members to volunteer themselves for
committee membership.

9. Future CAIMS �SCMAI Meetings:

Bob Russell provided update on the First North American Meeting on Indus-
trial and Applied Mathematics, Mexico City, 2010. He stated that everything
is in good shape. The Canadian representatives on the planning committee
are Michael Mackey, Barbara Keyfitz, Uri Ascher and Bob Russell.

• CAIMS �SCMAI 2011: In conjunction with ICIAM 2011 in Vancouver.
Ian Frigaard gave a brief presentation about the associated satellite meet-
ings (12 proposals have been approved for funding).

• CAIMS �SCMAI 2012: Tentatively scheduled at Wilfrid Laurier.

10. Other Business: None.

The meeting was adjourned at 1 PM.

Reception and Banquet:

A welcome reception was held at The Rooms (a major cultural landmark in New-
foundland and Labrador). The following prizes were given at the Reception:

• Research Prize: Presented to Uri Ascher (UBC).
• Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award: Presented to Gerardo Berbeglia

(HEC Montréal).
• Arthur Beaumont Distinguished Service Award: Presented to Paul Muir (St.

Mary’s).
• CAIMS/MITACS Industrial Mathematics Prize presented to Brian Wetton

(UBC).
• CAIMS/PIMS Early Career Prize in Applied Mathematics presented to Daniel

Coombs (UBC).

Prizes were also given for best posters, and a plaque was presented to the host
institution (Memorial University of Newfoundland) for hosting a great meeting.

The conference banquet was held on July 19, 2010 at the Masonic Temple, with
a performance by the musical group “the Spirit of Newfoundland".
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Membership Committee Report
by Lucy Campbell

The past year saw an exciting new development regarding CAIMS �SCMAI
membership, namely the creation of an online facility, provided and supported by
MITACS, to allow membership renewals and new membership applications to be
submitted online through a secure server. The system got off the ground in late
2009 just in time for 2010 membership renewals and it has proven very successful.
From Nov 2009 to June 2010, over 80 membership renewals and new applications
for 2010 were submitted through the system. A few more were submitted during
the summer and fall of 2010 bringing the total to 88 as of October. We anticipate
an even larger number of submissions for the 2011 membership year.

Effective 2010 the annual rate for regular membership was increased from $50
to $60. This modest increase was following a period of at least 10 years in which
the rates have been maintained constant.

We continue to provide free associated membership to graduate students, post-
docs, visitors and new faculty at all member institutions. In 2010 there was a
record number of such members (over 350). CAIMS �SCMAI also welcomed two
new non-Canadian member institutions, Marquette University and West Univer-
sity of Timisoara. CAIMS �SCMAI regular members continue to enjoy the bene-
fits of reciprocity agreements with the corresponding societies in the US, Germany
and France, namely SIAM, GAMM and SMAI.

As always, the membership committee is open to inquiries, new suggestions
and ideas on how to improve CAIMS �SCMAI offerings to its members. The
committee can be contacted by sending e-mail to the Chair, Lucy Campbell
<campbell@math.carleton.ca>.
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Report on ICIAM 2011
by Ken Jackson

Plans for ICIAM 2011 are progressing well. In particular, the Scientific Pro-
gram Committee has chosen an impressive list of Invited Speakers:

• John Bell, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Low Mach Number Models in Computational Astrophysics

• Andrea Bertozzi, University of California at Los Angeles
Particle-laden Viscous Fluids & the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill

• Vicent Caselles, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Exemplar-Based Image Inpainting and Applications

• Sergio Conti, Universität Bonn
Pattern Formation in Compressed Elastic Sheets

• Michael C. Ferris, University of Wisconsin Madison
Extended Mathematical Programming - Competition & Stochasticity

• Gilles Francfort, Université de Paris-Nord
The Variational Viewpoint in Fracture Mechanics

• Peter Fritzson, Linköpings Universitet
The Next Generation Scientific Programming & Mathematical Modelling
Language

• Zhi Geng, Peking University
Causal Evaluation and Discovery

• Clovis Gonzaga, Federal University of Santa Caterina
Complexity-based Methods for Convex Optimization

• Matthew Hastings, Microsoft Research
Communicating over Quantum Channels

• John Hogan, University of Bristol
• Philip Holmes, Princeton University

The Neuromechanics of Insect Locomotion: How Cockroaches Run Fast and
Stably Without Much Thought

• Yoh Iwasa, Kyushu University
Evolution of Masting - Synchronized & Intermittent Reproduction of Trees

• Ron Kimmel, Israel Institute of Technology
Metric Geometry in Action

• Shigeo Kusuoka, University of Tokyo
Numerical Computation for the Expectation on Diffusion Processes

• Kerry Landman, University of Melbourne
Our “Second Brain": Modelling Its Development and Disease

• Mark Lewis, University of Alberta
New Challenges in Modelling Biological Invasions

• Christian Lubich, Universität Tübingen
Variational Approximations in Quantum Dynamics
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• Alexander McNeil, Heriot-Watt University
Modelling Capital Adequacy and Solvency

• Benoit Perthame, Université Pierre et Marie Curie
IP Adaptive Evolution - A Population View

• Benedetto Piccoli, Rutgers University - Camden
Multiscale and Heterogeneous Models for Traffic Flow and Crowd Dynamics

• Pierre Sagaut, Université Pierre et Marie Curie
Coping with Uncertainty in Turbulent Flow Simulations

• Andrzej Swierniak, Silesian TU
Control Theory as a Tool for Planning Anti-Cancer Therapies

• Rudiger Westermann, Technische Universität München
Real-Time Multigrid Methods . Recent Advances in Fluid & Elastic Body
Simulation

• Bin Yu, University of California, Berkeley
• Pingwen Zhang, Peking University

Phase Behavior of Complex Fluids

In addition, there will be several prize lectures, public outreach activities and an
exciting list of “Thematic Minisymposia”. Although we have now passed the
deadline for submitting minisymposia proposals, contributed paper submissions
remain open until 15 December 2010.

We are all looking forward to a very exciting meeting in Vancouver, 18-22 July
2011. I hope to see you there.

For further information about the meeting, including registration information
and E-alerts, please go to the Congress webpage

http://www.iciam2011.com/

Finally, we are saddened by the passing of Prof. Jerry Marsden, who lost his
battle with cancer on 21 September 2010. As Co-Chair of the Scientific Program
Committee for ICIAM 2011 and a member of the Steering Committee, Prof. Mars-
den’s influence and imprint is strongly felt in the structure and scientific content
of the Congress. His enthusiasm and knowledge will be deeply missed by his col-
leagues at ICIAM 2011. More information about Prof. Marsden can be viewed
at

http://www.cds.caltech.edu/ marsden/remembrances/
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Report on CAIMS �SCMAI 2010
by Sharene Bungay

The 31st annual meeting of the Canadian Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Society was held July 17 − 20, 2010, at the Sheraton Hotel in St. John’s, New-
foundland, hosted by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Memorial
University of Newfoundland. The CAIMS meeting was held in conjunction with
the 19th Canadian Symposium on Fluid Dynamics. The meeting attracted over 200
participants, with scientific talks in 8 theme sessions and 7 minisymposia. The 8
theme sessions included Dynamical Systems (organized by Theodore Kolokol-
nikov), Fluid Dynamics (organized by Serpil Kocabiyik, Ian Frigaard, Richard
Karsten, and Bartosz Protas), Mathematical Biology and Medicine (organized

Jacques Bélair & Uri Ascher

by Sharene Bungay and Sue Ann Campbell),
Mathematical and Theoretical Physics (organized
by Marco Merkli), Nonlinear Dynamics and Con-
trol (organized by Jahrul Alam and Don Eui
Chang), Ocean Modelling and Technology (or-
ganized by Wei Qui, Christopher Williams, and
F. Mary Williams), Topics in Scientific Comput-
ing and Numerical Analysis (organized by Ronald
Haynes and Colin MacDonald), and Statistical
Population Genetics (organized by J.-C. Loredo-
Osti). Submitted minisymposia included Applied
Combinatorics (organized by Danny Dyer and
Nabil Shalaby), Regulatory networks: Horseshoes and Honeybees, Bacteria and
Biomolecules (organized by Roderick Edwards), Heart Simulation (organized by
Raymond Spiteri),

Jacques Bélair & Gerardo Berbeglia

Mathematical Techniques in Disease Modeling
(organized by Jessica Conway and Rafael Meza),
Parallelizing your Differential Equation Solver:
a tutorial introduction to domain decomposition
methods (organized by Martin J. Gander and
Ronald Haynes), Reaction-Diffusion Systems (or-
ganized by David Iron and Chun-Hua Ou), Recent
Developments in Numerical Methods for the So-
lution of ODEs (organized by Paul Muir and Ray-
mond Spiteri). A contributed session and a poster
session rounded out the scientific program.

Nine plenary lecturers included Anthony Bloch (University of Michigan), Mar-
ianna Braza (L’Institut de Mécanique des Fluides de Toulouse), William F. Lang-
ford (University of Guelph), Robert M. Miura (New Jersey Institute of Technol-
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ogy), Bernard Molin (Ecole Centrale Marseille), Bruno Nachtergaele (University
of California at Davis), Robert D. Russell (Simon Fraser University), Elizabeth A.
Thompson (University of Washington, Seattle), and Michael J. Ward (University
of British Columbia).

Jacques Bélair & Brian Wetton

In addition, the 2010 AARMS Distin-
guished Lecture by Atle Minsaas (MAR-
INTEK, Norway), entitled “Ocean Space
Centre—A Centre of Marine Technology
Knowledge for the Future” was presented
at the NRC Institute for Ocean Technology
(NRC-IOT) as part of the CAIMS confer-
ence. Registrants were also invited to a re-
ception at NRC-IOT, as well as a tour of the
IOT facilities.

Jacques Bélair & Daniel Coombs

Four prize lectures were given during the
conference. The recipient of the
CAIMS �SCMAI Research Prize, Dr. Uri
Ascher, presented a talk entitled “The
Chaotic Nature of Faster Gradient De-
scent”. Dr. Daniel Coombs, recipient of
the CAIMS/PIMS Early Career Award, pre-
sented his work on “Understanding the Dy-
namics of T Cell Surface Receptor Signaling

With Mathematical Models.” The CAIMS-MITACS Industrial Mathematics Prize
lecture was given by Dr. Brian Wetton on “Mathematical Modelling of Hydrogen
Fuel Cells”. Dr. Gerardo Berbeglia presented a talk entitled “Complexity Anal-
yses and Algorithms for Pickup and Delivery Problems,” as the recipient of the
CAIMS �SCMAI Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award.

Jacques Bélair & Paul Muir

The opening reception was held on July 18th at
the Provincial art gallery, The Rooms, with an out-
standing view of historic St. John’s harbour. Prize
winners were announced at the reception, includ-
ing this year’s recipient of the CAIMS �SCMAI
Arthur Beaumont Distinguished Service Award,
Dr. Paul Muir. The banquet was held at the Ma-
sonic Temple with performance by the Spirit of
Newfoundland in the form of a Newfoundland
kitchen party. Many participants were visiting
Newfoundland for the first time and chose to bring
family members for an extended trip. As it turned out, we were treated to some
unusually warm weather in St. John’s.
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Jacques Bélair with conference organizers
Serpil Kocabiyik & Sharene Bungay

The organizers would like to thank
the many sponsors for their financial sup-
port, including: Memorial University of
Newfoundland (the Department of Math-
ematics and Statistics, the Faculty of Sci-
ence, the Faculty of Engineering and Ap-
plied Science, the Offices of the Pres-
ident and Vice Presidents), the City of
St. John’s, the Province of Newfound-
land and Labrador, AARMS, ACEnet,
MITACS, and the mathematics institutes
(CRM, PIMS, and the Fields Institute). The organizing committee is also grateful
for the administrative support of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, as
well as the volunteer efforts of many colleagues and students.

2010 CAIMS �SCMAI Research Prize
by Michael Mackey

The CAIMS �SCMAI Research Prize is awarded to Professor Uri Ascher, Uni-
versity of British Columbia, in recognition of his broad, profound, and funda-
mental research contributions to applied mathematics, scientific computation, and
numerical analysis and their applications.

2010 CAIMS �SCMAI Arthur Beaumont
Distinguished Service Award

by Serpil Kocabiyik

The Arthur Beaumont Distinguished Service Award is presented to Dr. Paul
Muir of St. Mary’s University, in recognition of his outstanding service to the
Canadian Applied and Industrial Mathematics Society. Dr. Muir served as Trea-
surer of the Board of Directors from 2003 to 2010.
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2009 CAIMS �SCMAI Cecil Graham
Doctoral Dissertation Award

by Raymond Spiteri

The Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award Committee has the annual hon-
our and privilege of selecting the best doctoral thesis in Applied Mathematics writ-
ten at a Canadian University in the previous year. Every year the extremely high
quality of the theses submitted makes the work of this committee a challenging
yet satisfying experience.

The members of the Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Committee for 2009
were Henry Wolkowicz, JF Williams, and Ray Spiteri.

This committee selected Dr. Gerardo Berbeglia from the HEC, Université de
Montréal as the winner of the 2009 Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award.

Gerardo’s doctoral research was co-supervised by Gilbert Laporte and Jean-
Francois Cordeau, and his thesis was entitled “Complexity Analyses and Algo-
rithms for Pickup and Delivery Problems". Gerardo’s thesis deals with the theo-
retically and computationally challenging problem of pickup and delivery prob-
lems in vehicle routing. Such problems have a wide applicability in practice, in-
cluding demand-responsive transportation systems such as Dial-a-Ride, elevator
dispatching, and bicycle-sharing systems. The thesis contains several far-reaching
theoretical and algorithmic contributions in the context of both static and dynamic
problems. Highlights include showing that the complexity of counting solutions
to the Travelling Salesman Problem with Pickup and Delivery is #P-complete, i.e.,
the problem of counting the number of solutions is computationally hard; showing
that the pickup and delivery problem with partial routes is NP-hard in the strong
sense; and using constraint programming and tabu search on the Dial-a-Ride prob-
lem to obtain useful practical results.

It is with mixed emotions that I announce that this was my last year on the DDA
committee. I have been on this committee for the past 5 years, the last 3 of which
as chair. Each year I was duly impressed by the high calibre as well as the breadth
of subject areas of the theses nominated. I believe this speaks well of the vibrancy
of applied mathematics research in Canada.

In perhaps my final formal act as chair, I would like to encourage the CAIMS-
SCMAI community to make my successor’s life difficult by nominating the best
theses from your department in 2010. Please see
<http://www.caims.ca/Awards/DDaward.html> for details.
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CAIMS/MITACS Industrial Mathematics Prize
by Jianhong Wu

The CAIMS/MITACS annual Industrial Mathematics Prize is to recognize a
researcher’s exceptional work in any branch of industrial mathematics, interpreted
broadly. The award recipient’s research should have been conducted primarily in
Canada. This prize is designed both as a high honour to bestow upon an individ-
ual, but also an acknowledgment of industrial mathematics as a fundamental and
vibrant discipline within the research culture of Canada.

The 2010 (inaugural) Prize is awarded to Professor Brian Wetton of the De-
partment of Mathematics at the University of British Columbia. Professor Wet-
ton’s research activity in industrial mathematics, particularly in the area of fuel
cells, is singled out for this honor for numerous reasons. The efforts by Profes-
sor Wetton and his group have successfully demonstrated the direct applicability
of advanced mathematics in real world problems. At a critical time, Professor
Wetton responded directly to the real needs of industry and the Canadian mathe-
matics community. He refocused his research from numerical analysis and scien-
tific computing to industrial mathematics, specifically the modeling of fuel cells,
early in his career, when he was a young untenured faculty member. It took a lot
of courage and conviction to make such risky move. The modeling work he and
his MITACS research team performed was not an academic exercise. Rather, it
was a direct response to the needs of a new industry. He successfully managed a
research team with members from industrial partners and different academic in-
stitutions. He has a distinguished record of mentoring and supervision, and his
students have embarked on successful careers in industrial mathematics. He has
been an active member of both the CAIMS �SCMAI and MITACS communities,
and unstinting with his time and energy to help both. By spearheading a success-
ful collaborative effort between a team of academic researchers and their industrial
partner Professor Wetton has served as a role model to Canadian mathematicians.

The Prize is jointly administered by CAIMS �SCMAI and MITACS, and the
recipient of the prize is decided by a Prize Selection Committee consisting of
four experts, appointed by the President of CAIMS �SCMAI and the MITACS
Scientific Director. The 2010 Prize Selection Committee consisted of Hermann
Eberl (Guelph), Huaxiong Huang (York), Fahima Nekka (Montréal), Raymond
Spiteri (Saskatchewan). Nilima Nigam (Associate Scientific Director of MITACS)
and Jianhong Wu (President-elect of CAIMS �SCMAI) coordinated the work of
the Committee.

The Prize consists of a cash prize of $1,000 and a commemorative plaque pre-
sented at the CAIMS �SCMAI Annual Meeting. The recipient Professor Wetton
was invited to deliver a lecture at the CAIMS �SCMAI Annual Meeting held in
Memorial University of Newfoundland in 2010.
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CAIMS/PIMS Early Career Award in Applied Mathematics
by Jacques Bélair

The creation of this Prize, which was initiated by Past-President Robert Russell,
was finalized over the last year and awarded for the first time at the 2010 Annual
Meeting in St John’s. The prize, to be awarded to a researcher less than ten years
past the date of Ph.D. at the time of nomination, recognizes exceptional research
in any branch of applied mathematics. It is jointly administered by the Society and
the Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences (PIMS) : the Award Selection
Committee is composed of two members appointed by the president of CAIMS
and two members appointed by the director of PIMS. For the last year, this Com-
mittee consisted of Michael Ward (UBC), George Papanicolaou (Stanford), Mark
Lewis (Alberta), and Jacques Bélair (Montréal). George Homsy, Deputy Director
of PIMS, coordinated the work of the Committee.

Twelve candidates of very high caliber were submitted to the competition. Prof.
Daniel Coombs of the University of British Columbia was selected as the recipient
of the Award; he was cited for his creativity, productivity, and ever-growing impact
in mathematics applied to problems in biology. Prof. Coombs works in the field of
computational immunology, addressing a wide range of problems in viral disease
dynamics and HIV modelling, and in the dynamics of receptors on cell surfaces. In
particular, he and his coworkers have recently developed innovative single particle
tracking algorithms that have enabled improved and insightful interpretation of
experimental data from cell biology.

Prof. Coombs obtained his PhD in 2001 from the University of Arizona, held a
postdoctoral position at Los Alamos National Laboratories (2001-03), and joined
UBC in 2003, where he is currently an Associate Professor in the Department of
Mathematics.

CAIMS �SCMAI 2011 Election: Call for Nominations

CAIMS �SCMAI will be holding an election next winter (March 2011) for:

• President-elect
• Secretary
• Two Members-at-Large on the Board of Directors

to fill the positions to be vacated, respectively, by Jianhong Wu (who will become
President during the 2011 Annual Meeting), Abba Gumel, Lucy Campbell and
Rob Corless.

All members of CAIMS �SCMAI are invited to suggest names of candidates for
these offices. Nominations should reach the Chair of the Nominations Committee,
Jianhong Wu <wujh@mathstat.yorku.ca> by January 15, 2011.
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It IS Rocket Science!
Dr. Steve MacLean Gives the 2010 Nerenberg Lecture

By Christopher Essex

Probably everyone connected with mathematics knows that revealing your con-
nection leads to reactions like: “Eeew, mathematics; I was never any good at that
in school.” It’s like announcing that you have some communicable disease. Com-
plementary to this is the expression, “well, it’s not rocket science,” meaning that
you, dummy, should be able to understand it, because it is not beyond you like,
um, mathematics is.

Ironically the basic concept behind rockets isn’t “rocket science” either: stuff
is blown out the back pushing the rocket forward. Ah but then there are the details,
which mess up good quips like this. Rockets carrying humans are actually among
the most complex of machines, not to mention among the most frightening when
you recognize that stuff blowing out the back means you are riding on top of a
controlled explosion.

Steve MacLean giving autographs to fans
after his Lecture

The mysterious fading in and out of
the high tech lighting system at the 2010
Nerenberg Lecture caused Dr. Steve
MacLean to muse on just how complex
rockets actually are and how sometimes
we stake our lives on technologies that are
difficult to understand, especially when
they go wrong like the lights. MacLean
is someone who understands that all too
well, given that he is a two time astronaut
who sat on top of controlled explosions in
order to achieve this.

Dr. MacLean, President of the Canadian Space Agency, is one of a handful of
Canadians to have walked in space. He is a well-published physicist, who studied
with Nobel Laureate A.L. Schawlow at Stanford University after getting his Ph.D.
at York University. He was also a member of the Canadian National Gymnastics
Team, and was even a glider pilot. One of the first six Canadian astronauts he later
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became the chief scientific advisor for the International Space Station, the Director
General of the Canadian Astronaut Program, and Chief Astronaut of the Canadian
Space Agency. He has received numerous international honours, including the
Canadian Meritorious Service Cross.

Steve MacLean and Albert Nerenberg

While space travel and astronauts no longer
have the cold war era buzz about them, they re-
tain a perennial fascination because space trav-
elers are rare, and space is a dangerous, hard-to-
get-to place that continues to capture our imag-
ination. Indeed, actual space travel has strong
resonances with science fiction. For example,
the first complete prototype of the space shut-
tle was named “Enterprise”, inspired by the tele-
vision series Star Trek. The ashes of its late
creator, Gene Rodenberry, were actually car-
ried into space in one of the missions that Dr.
MacLean was on. He recalls the container hold-
ing Rodenberry’s remains in the cabin at launch
as if it were one of the crew. (This makes the
second Nerenberg Lecturer in a row with con-
nections to Rodenberry.)

While it still has an exotic appeal, space has
snuck up on us and become a daily part of our lives: we have satellite television,
satellite radio, satellite telephones, and GPS built right into our cars. And that is
just to name a few obvious things that can affect us directly. And that is not even
considering the numerous indirect spinoffs from velcro and medicine, to weather
forecasting, which are not so obviously connected but no less important to us. And
we don’t even have to be rocket scientists to use these things.

Two Canadian Astronauts: Steve MacLean
and Bjarni Tryggvason

The Canadian record in space has been
quite impressive for our size. After the
Russians and Americans, Canadians were
the third to put an object into space with
the Alouette satellite in 1962. Our efforts
in space have brought remote Canadian
settlements into the modern world with
Internet and telephone, where none were
previously possible. But as valuable as
these accomplishments are, are they our
sole purpose in space to generate exotic
technologies as spinoffs?

Of course not. As wonderful as it is, who comes to lectures to get autographs
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of the people who made Velcro, or the designers of GPS? The autograph seekers
came for Dr. MacLean who captured their imagination and who rode into space
with Gene Rodenberry. You don’t need to know the rocket equation to appreciate
an astronaut. We all know that we have only dipped our toes into the potential of
the great ocean of space, and today everything we do sets a foundation for future
generations to build on. Big visions may not be rocket science, but they surely
fuel it.

Organized by Western’s Department of Applied Mathematics, the Nerenberg
Lecture is named after the late professor Paddy Nerenberg and is intended to hon-
our his appreciation for the democracy of ideas.
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News from the Centre de recherches mathématiques

by Suzette Paradis

Workshop on Climate Problem P. Bartello (McGill), S. Smith (Courant In-
stitute) and D. Straub (McGill) are organizing the workshop Balance, Boundaries
and Mixing in the Climate Problem, on September 28 - 30, 2011, an activity that
is part of the Climate Change and Sustainability Program at CRM. Turbulent mix-
ing in the atmosphere and oceans will be the focus of this workshop. Although
crucial to coarse-resolution numerical modelling efforts, much of it really oc-
curs below typical grid scales. Recent progress in geophysical fluid dynamics
will be brought to the community that could use it to improve their integrated
studies of complex environmental systems. The workshop will span the range
from canonical flows in their most theoretically accessible form, to more realistic
flows with a full range of complications, both physical and numerical. Web site:
www.crm.umontreal.ca/Climate2010/

Fourth Montréal Industrial Problem Solving Workshop-A CRM-MITACS

Event

This workshop will be held at the Centre de recherches mathématiques during
the week of August 15-19, 2011. The goal of the workshop is to gather industry
representatives, academic researchers, graduate students, and postdoctoral fellows
to work on real-life problems proposed by industry. The participants will work
within teams, each of which studying a problem supplied by a company or public
institution (say, a government department or a hospital). The workshop will help
companies and institutions solve their problems by using mathematical models
and methods, and will afford academic researchers and students the opportunity
of working on real-world problems. The reader will find instances of such in-
dustrial problems on the site <www.crm.umontreal.ca/act/programme/progARPI-
IPSW_an.shtml>.

The workshop will be sponsored by the MITACS network and is part of a Cana-
dian tradition, since the PIMS and the Fields Institute have been organizing indus-
trial problem solving workshops for several years. The Canadian workshops are
modelled on the "study groups" created by Professor John Ockendon from the
University of Oxford. We expect that many researchers from Québec, Canada,
and the international study group community will attend the Fourth Montréal In-
dustrial Problem Solving Workshop.

Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013 (MPE 2013): <www.mpe2013.org>
Institutes in mathematical sciences and societies all over the world are invited to
join the event Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013.
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Activities to take place on Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013:

• Thematic programs at research institutes in mathematical sciences
• Workshops
• Summer schools
• Activities for the public and the media
• Activities in schools and for teachers

Several institutes will organize part of their thematic programs on Mathematics
of Planet Earth. Hopefully, many activities will be joint activities organized in
partnership with more than one institute. To coordinate the 2013 event, a joint
North American Scientific Committee has been created and is chaired by Professor
Christiane Rousseau.

News from the Fields Institute

by Carl Riehm

The Institute has recently implemented a new program, Research Immersion Fel-
lowships, which provides financial support to individuals with high potential, to
re-enter an active research career by participating in a thematic program after a
career interruption due to personal reasons, such as family responsibilities. There
are no restrictions on the nationality or country of employment of candidates for
an immersion fellowship. For more information, see
<www.fields.utoronto.ca/proposals/research_immersion.html>.
Some future activities which may be of interest to members of the CAIMS �SCMAI:
January - June, 2011 (Winter/Spring)
Thematic Program on Dynamics and Transport in Disordered Systems

<www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/10-11/disorderedsys>

The program will be divided into three parts each concentrated around a week
long workshop: the topic of the first part of the program (January, February) is
stochastic processes and random walks , the second topic is heat transport and the
Fourier law (March-April), and the third is instabilities in Hamiltonian systems
(roughly May-June). The workshops are respectively

• February 14-19, Disordered Polymer Models
• April, 4-8, The Fourier Law and Related Topics
• June 13-17, Instabilities in Hamiltonian Systems

There will also be five graduate courses.
The Distinguished Lectures Series will be given by Yakov Sinai (Princeton) on
February 22, 23 and 24 at 3:30pm. The speaker in the Coxeter Lecture Series is
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S.R.Srinivasa Varadhan (Courant Institute); his lectures will take place April 13,
14 and 15 at 3:30pm.
The Fields Institute Colloquium/Seminar in Applied Mathematics is a monthly
colloquium series for mathematicians in the areas of applied mathematics and
analysis. The series alternates between colloquium talks by internationally rec-
ognized experts in the field, and less formal, more specialized seminars. In recent
years, the series has featured applications to diverse areas of science and tech-
nology; examples include super-conductivity, nonlinear wave propagation, optical
fiber communications, and financial modeling. The intent of the series is to bring
together the applied mathematics community on a regular basis, to present cur-
rent results in the field, and to strengthen the potential for communication and
collaboration between researchers with common interests.
Andy Ruina, who runs a robotics and biomechanics lab in the Mechanical En-
gineering department at Cornell, will be speaking in the Physics/Fields Collo-
quium on March 9 and 10. See <www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/10-
11/physics> for more information.
There will be a workshop on wave breaking and global solutions in the short-

pulse dispersive equations on May 2 - May 6. See
<www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/10-11/short-pulse/>.
The Actuarial Science and Mathematical Finance research group meets on
a regular basis to discuss various problems and methods that arise in Finance
and Actuarial Science. These informal meetings are held at the Fields Insti-
tute and are open to the public. Talks range from original research to reviews
of classical papers and overviews of new and interesting mathematical and sta-
tistical techniques/frameworks that arise in the context of Finance and Actuarial
Science. Meetings are normally held on Wednesdays from 2pm to 3:30pm in
the Stewart Library, but check <www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/09-
10/actuarialmath/> for more accurate information.
Other regular seminars of an applied nature are

• Centre for Mathematical Medicine Seminar Series
• Toronto Quantum Information Seminars
• PRMIA Risk Management Seminars
• Fields Industrial Optimization Seminar
• Seminar Series on Quantitative Finance
• Infectious Disease Epidemiology Afficionados

Links to these seminars can be found at
<www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific>.
Deadlines and information for proposals and financial assistance can be found
at <www.fields.utoronto.ca/proposals/>.
For more information on all activities at the Institute, including future thematic
programs, please see <www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/>. To be in-
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formed directly of upcoming Scientific Activities, subscribe to our emailing list at
<www.fields.utoronto.ca/maillist>.

MITACS Update

by Megan Airton-Cindric

FP-Nets

The MITACS International Focus Period on Advances in Network Analysis and
its Applications —FP-Nets for short— began in May 2010 and runs until August
2011. During the focus period, MITACS is organizing a series of scientific events
in Ontario and British Columbia around financial networks and risk assessment,
network security and cryptography, social networks, biological networks and sys-
tems biology, wireless and mobile computing and internet and network economics.
For more information about FP-Nets, visit <www.mitacsfocusperiods.ca>.
Update on MITACS-Accelerate

The MITACS-Accelerate graduate internship program continues to grow year af-
ter year with over 1,000 internships created in 2009-2010. Managed in partner-
ship with a consortium of leading Canadian research organizations, MITACS-
Accelerate connects graduate students and post-doctoral fellows across the aca-
demic spectrum with companies through short- and medium-term research projects.
Under the supervision of a Canadian faculty member, the intern undertakes a re-
search project of interest to all parties. For each four-month internship unit, the
company provides $7,500 which is matched by MITACS through the support of
federal and provincial government partners. Of the $15,000, the student receives a
minimum of $10,000 as a stipend with the remaining $5,000 supporting other re-
search costs. Accelerate is a great way for graduate students to apply their research
to real-world industrial and societal challenges and applications are accepted at
any time. Learn more at <www.mitacsaccelerate.ca>.
ICIAM 2011

In partnership with CAIMS and SIAM, MITACS is co-organizing the 7th Inter-
national Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics in Vancouver from July
18–22, 2011. ICIAM 2011 will highlight the most recent advances in the disci-
pline and demonstrate their applicability to science, engineering and industry. In
addition to the traditional, strong focus on applied mathematics, the Congress will
emphasize industrial applications and computational science in new and emerging
topic areas identified by panels of top international scientists. Industrial math-
ematics will be featured prominently through an integrated program which will
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highlight the many outstanding contributions of applied mathematics. To learn
more about ICIAM 2011 and the minisymposia and talks taking place, visit
<www.iciam2011.com>.
New MITACS Elevate Program

In partnership with the Federal Economic Development Agency for Southern On-
tario, MITACS launched a new pilot program designed to ensure that the most
highly-skilled individuals in southern Ontario, those holding a PhD, are retained
within the province. Recipients of Elevate research grants will undertake a re-
search project under the supervision of a faculty member in a sector of strategic
importance including bioeconomy and clean technologies, advanced health tech-
nologies, pharmaceutical research and manufacturing, digital media, and infor-
mation and communications technology but also new and emerging sectors. In
addition, Elevate fellows will receive training in non-technical skills they need for
their future careers including scientific management, scientific evaluation, project
management, communications, and other business skills necessary to transition to
a business environment. Visit <www.mitacs.ca/goto/elevate>.

News from Pacific Institute for the

Mathematical Sciences

by Bud Homsy

This year saw the arrival of G. M. “Bud" Homsy as the new Deputy Director of
PIMS. After having done a great job as interim DD, David Brydges has returned
to his regular teaching and research at UBC.

PIMS sponsored a number conferences and workshops with strong applied
mathematics content. Further details on these programs are available at the PIMS
website: http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific

Conferences and Workshops

The 7th Annual Mathematical Biology Workshop: Mathematics of Biolog-

ical Systems, was held at the University of Alberta, May 11-21. This ten-day
workshop is designed to introduce undergraduates to the subject of mathematical
biology and to give them the tools needed to continue research in mathematical
biology. It is the only workshop of its kind in Canada and attracts students from
across Canada and America and many of its ’alumni’ have continued in mathe-
matical biology as graduate students.

Wave Phenomena IV: Waves in Fluids from the Microscopic to the Plane-

tary Scale, was held at the University of Alberta, June 14-18. The wave concept
is arguably the most widely used single concept in all of physical science. It links
together such diverse disciplines as geophysics, oceanography, meteorology, as-
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trophysics, and physiology. The underpinning mathematical theory of waves finds
an enormous spectrum of cross/disciplinary applications. Waves IV involved lead-
ing researchers from both the US and Canada.

The Social Networks Workshop was held in Whistler, BC, June 25-26, which
was preceded by a summer school from June 20-25. The purpose of the summer
school was to provide a mix of theoretical and practical courses taught by ten world
experts in the field and to provide orientation for the workshop. The workshop
that followed focused on Bayesian Methods for Social Network Analysis. This
summer school was oriented towards graduate students and young researchers,
and a key goal was to bridge gaps between different research sub-communities
(e.g., statistics, computer science, social and political science).

Two Collaborative Research Group events were held at UBC this July: The
Workshop on Quantum Algorithms, Computational Models, and Founda-

tions of Quantum Mechanics and the Workshop on Quantum Algorithms,

Computational Models, and Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. Highlights
of the former included talks on “Quantum metropolis sampling," which reported
progress on the use of quantum computers as simulators for physical systems, and
“Fast decoders for topological quantum codes," which presented an important de-
velopment in quantum coding theory.
Summer Schools

PIMS sponsored four summer schools this past year; the two mentioned above
and two additional ones. The S

¯
ummer School in Risk Management and Risk Shar-

ing was held at UBC for the 5 weeks, June 7-July 9. The topics covered were at the
cutting edge of research and of industrial practice. The ongoing financial crisis has
moved the focus of financial mathematics away from arbitrage theory and towards
the various aspects of risk. This in turn has raised a host of new research problems.
The course of Professor Bouchard was dedicated to portfolio management under
risk constraints, which translates mathematically into stochastic control problems
with stochastic targets, which in turn translate into a new class of HJB equations.
The course of Professor Ekeland focused on the role of information in price forma-
tion, notably in the presence of adverse selection or moral hazard, and showed how
theses obstacles can be circumvented by new mathematical techniques, pertaining
to optimal transportation theory or Malliavin calculus.

The Summer School on Computer Models and Geophysical Risk Analysis

was held at UBC August 6-10. Volcanoes are much in the news these days, what
with the 30th anniversary this May of the eruption of Mt St Helens, and the con-
tinuing disruptions to European travel caused by the Eyjafjoell volcano in Iceland.
Thus it is timely that PIMS, along with Duke University and the NSF, sponsored
the Summer School. Volcanology provides an excellent scientific motivation and
backdrop to investigate the collaborative application of computational models, sta-
tistical methods, and risk analysis. Volcanoes prone to pyroclastic events threaten
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surrounding populated regions and accurate risk analyses of possible future flow
events is of great use for civil protection. The summer school gave an overview
of general topics—mathematical models, computer models, and their statistical
utilization—in the context of geophysical risk analysis.
Industrial Activities

PIMS sponsored an industrial short course on Monte Carlo Methods for Quan-

titative Finance during April in Calgary. The course, taught by Tony Ware from
the U. of Calgary, focused on using Monte Carlo methods for option pricing, hedg-
ing and risk management.

SFU was the venue for the 45th Actuarial Research Conference in July,
which brought together about 90 academics, graduate students and practitioners
from all areas of actuarial science promoting education, research and interaction
with industry.

PIMS, together with the IMA and the Centro de Investigation en Matématicas
(CIMAT), held a 10-day workshop on Mathematical Modeling in Industry in
the colonial city of Guanajuato, México. The August workshop enabled thirty-six
students (twelve from each country) to work in teams of six along with a mentor
from industry and/or CIMAT, who helped guide the process of modelling, analysis,
and computational studies of a real-world industrial problem. The workshop was
judged a great success, and received good coverage in the local press and Mexican
television. PIMS, IMA and CIMAT have agreed to repeat the joint workshop in
the future.

PIMS continues to sponsor the PIMS/Shell Lunchbox Lecture Series, through
the University of Calgary.

A workshop on the Creation of a PIMS Environmetrics Research & Train-

ing Centre, Simon Fraser University, April 10. Many statistics researchers in the
Pacific North-West affiliated with PIMS universities work in the area of environ-
metrics: climate change and its impacts, agriculture, forestry, fisheries, etc. The
aim of the April Workshop on the Creation of a PIMS Environmetrics Research
& Training Centre at SFU-Vancouver was to discuss the idea of forming a re-
gional centre in the field, building on research strengths at UBC, UBC-O, SFU,
UW, UVic, UNBC and agencies such as Environment Canada, the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, the Pacific Forestry Centre, and Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada. This exploratory meeting was organized by the PIMS CRG in Environ-
metrics.
Other Activities

Collaborative Research Groups (CRG)

Many of the PIMS CRGs have applied themes. These include

1. CRG 15 – Environmetrics.
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2. CRG on Mathematical Problems in Climate Modeling: Multiscale Processes
in the Tropics.

3. CRG on Bayesian Modeling and Computation for Networks.
4. CRG on Mathematics of Quantum Information.
5. CRG on Partial Differential Equations

Further details are available at <http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/collaborative-
research-group>
Lecture & Seminar Series

PIMS supports regular seminar series in applied math, including The IAM-
PIMS-MITACS Distinguished Colloquium Series, University of British Columbia.

<http://www.iam.ubc.ca/colloq/DCS_Poster2009-10.pdf>
The AMI Seminar Series, University of Alberta.

<http://www.math.ualberta.ca/ xinweiyu/AMI2010-2011.html>
The PIMS/CSC Distinguished Lecture Series, Simon Fraser University.

<http://www.pims.math.ca/files/CSC2010_poster.pdf>
The Applied Mathematics Seminar, University of Saskatchewan.

<http://math.usask.ca/ szmigiel/seminar.html>
International Graduate Training Centre (IGTC)

Networks were an important theme during 2010. In May and June the Univer-
sity of Victoria ran a summer school on Mathematics for Biological Networks as
part of the IGTC activities. The first part of the course focused on Infectious Dis-
ease Networks, and It is believed that this is the first summer school devoted to the
newly emerging area of disease modeling. Case studies for West Nile virus and
influenza were presented. The second half introduced students to the Dynamics of
Neuronal Networks, and included case studies on central pattern generation and
Parkinson’s disease. Fifteen “AMAZING scientists" from across North America
were on hand to lecture on “very neat cutting edge material." In addition, the an-
nual IGTC Summit and Workshop for 2010 was held in Naramata, BC, October
1-3.

PIMS also provided administrative, financial and/or travel support for Inverse

Problems and Partial Differential Equations Summer School held at the Uni-
versity of Washington, June 28-July 16 and a Minisemester on Evolution of In-

terfaces, Sapporo 2010, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan, July 12-August
13.
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The annual doctoral

Di!ertation Award

C A N A D I A N  A P P L I E D  A N D  I N D U S T R I A L  M A T H E M A T I C S  S O C I E T Y

OBJECTIVE   The award has been established by the Canadian Applied and Industrial 
Mathematics Society (CAIMS) to recognize and to publicize an outstanding PhD thesis in 
Applied Mathematics defended at a Canadian University during the calendar year prior to 
the year of the award.

THE AWARD  The award consists of a certificate, a monetary prize, and a free one-year 
membership in the Society. The winner will be invited to present a communication based 
on the thesis at the Annual Meeting of the Society. Assistance with expenses to attend the 
meeting will be provided.

COMPETITION   Normally, the Award Coordinator must receive by January 31 of a given 
calendar year four (4) copies of the thesis, an electronic version, along with a covering letter 
from the thesis supervisor indicating why the thesis is suitable as an entry in the Competition 
(including a description of the problem, techniques and results, potential impact, ...). The 
candidate must also submit a separate letter identifying the possible applications of the work, 
proof of the official date of acceptance of the thesis, and a current CV.

JUDGING  The submitted theses will be evaluated by a panel of judges appointed by the 
President of the Society. Their decision will be final. Judging will be on the basis of the level 
of originality in the ideas and techniques, the possible applications and their treatment, and 
the potential impact on science and engineering. The panel of judges may seek advice from 
other experts. The panel may arrive at the conclusion that more than one or none of the 
submissions merits the award or an honourable mention. 

The Award Coordinator
Dr. Matt Davison , Department of Applied Mathematics
University of  Western Ontario

London, ON, Canada N6A 5B7 

email: mdavison@uwo.ca

phone: (519) 661-2111 x.88784, fax: (519) 661-3523

http://www.caims.ca

Award Coordinator:   Dr. Raymond J. Spiteri

Department of Computer Science

University of Saskatchewan

Saskatoon, SK  S7N 5C9 

spiteri@cs.usask.ca



Prix annuel pour
Thése de doctorat

S O C I É T É C A N A D I E N N E  D E  M A T H É M A T I Q E S  A P P L I Q U É E S  E T  I N D U S T R I E L L E S
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/&0#!"#"$%&&%'() , Department of Applied Mathematics
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!?@ABC$DEF Le prix a été créé par la Société Canadienne de Mathématiques Appliquées et
Industrielles (SCMAI) pour récompenser et faire connatre une thèse de doctorat exceptionnelle
en mathématiques appliquées. Cette thèse devra avoir été soutenue par une université
canadienne au cours de l'année civile qui précède celle de l'attribution du prix.

!C-GEH Il comporte, outre une certificat et une somme d'argent, la participation gratuite pour
un an dans la Société. Le gagnant sera invité à présenter une communication portant sur sa thése
à la réunion annuelle de la Société, cette invitation allant de pair avec de l'aide financière pour
assister à la réunion.

!C$@I$@JGK Habituellement, le coordinateur du prix doit recevoir, dès le 31 janvier, quatre
(4) exemplaires de la thèse soutenue durant l'année civile précédente ainsi qu'une lettre du
directeur de thèse expliquant pourquoi la thèse en question soit acceptable pour le concours
(description du problème, techniques, résultats, impact possible, ...). Le candidat doit également
soumettre une lettre décrivant les applications possibles de ses travaux, et un CV récent. Enfin,
une attestation officielle de la date d'approbation de la thèse doit accompagner l'envoi.

!C BJGL Les thèses soumises seront évaluées par un jury de juges nommés par leprésident de
la Société. Leur décision sera sans appel. Les critères d'appréciation seront le niveau d'originalité
des idées et des techniques, les possibilités d'application et leur traitement, l'impact possible sur
le développement des sciences et de génie. Le jury pourrait consulter d'autres experts. Celui-ci
pourrait décider d'attribuer le prix à une ou plusieurs personnes ou de ne pas l'attribuer du tout,
il en serait de même pour les mentions honorables.


